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CmpIER I
IFTRcOUCTION

At the beginning of each school year the writer is
usually confronted the first day of school with some problem
Children in her Boom.

In many instances these are childz.en

from homes where the parents have little or no interest in
them, and they have been permitted to stay out of school

until they are over-age, retarded in thdr work, and maladjusted
to the grotip they ape placed in at school.

They seem to be a

misfit in most Country schools because of the inadequacy of

rooms, teachers, and supplies to place tbese children in a
special group where they can be guided and directed by a

sympathetic oounselop who has had special training in this
field.

As there has been no provision made for them it is

necessary that solne special schedule be worked out for the

teacher to follow in dealing tJith them along with the other

group of children.
I.

THE pROBIrmfl

Statement g£
of ±E9
the Problem. The purpose of this survey
is to find the ways selected teachers deal with problem
childrLen.

2

Iqpoptanoe g£ ±±g ±±±±g=.

Hany teachers ape concerned

with the ways of dealing with problem children.

Since almost

every teacher ls confronted with this problem, tbis survey

was made to clarify the situation.
11.

DEFINITIOHs oF TERprs USED

Problem child.

The teml "problem child" is used to

designate any pupil who--due to such factors as home background, pet&rded status, op physical or. mental handicaps--

is maladjusted to conditions in the school.
111.

RETHOD OF pROcEDURE Arm sOuROEs OF DATA

In the first place the writel. of this thesis interviewed a selected gI'oup of teachers and principals to find

from them their methods of dealing with the problem children
in their I.espective schools or school systems.

In general the infer.I-antion obtained paralleled that
of the writer--narriely, that the present methods used in

dealing With problems in this and other states ape entirely
inadequate.

This inadequacy is due to crowded classroom

conditions and lack of facilities for dealing with the
problem children.

In doing this research the writer spent rmch time
pevieHing periodicals, books, and references.

The information

contained in this thesis is a summary of some of the most

3

practica.ble suggestions listed in a lax.ge number of books and

periodicals.
In additicm to the informaticm obtained from books and

per.iodicals, fifty childl.eri, five of the best and five of the
poorest, from each of the five primary classrooms, of the
Mabel Elementary School Her.e studied.

These children were

given the California Short-form Test of Mental iSlaturity
for Primary Gra.des one, two, and three.

They wel.e observed

fop a period of ten days and the observation results were

recorded on an observation sheet containing twenty-three
emotional factors and on a social economic sheet listing
sixteen faotors®

Other information was secured on these selected

children by the use of the audiometer, the Snellen Eye

Chart, a co-ordination test, a social acceptance test and
the recoltd of the absences fop the entire school year.

CHAPTER 11
RHVIEW- OF PEE LIT`ERAPURE

jm! ch has been wI.itten in regal.d to the problem child

trmough the grades.

There are still many different opinions

as to how teachers should apppoa.ch and deal with the problem

child.

From the beginning of free public educa.tion, and

especially since the public school law says that each and
every child rmist go to school, the teacher has been confronted
with a nufroer of pi.oblem childrien.

RIore emphasis is being

placed on the childls environment, interests, and his
mental, physical, and social handicaps.

However, most &u-

tholiities agree that a problem child must be dealt with &s an

individual and must progress at his oim rate of learning.
In the old da.ys the teacher would have demanded

obedience of the problem child, or sent him to the principal,
or would have written a note home to his parents; but today
methods of dealing with these children have changed.
So much reasearch has been done regarding the mental

ability of children that teachers have a greater insight into
this problem and are better fitted to deal with them.
GarrisonL reported that there ape over three million

I
Children

p. 117.

Karl a. Garrison, I±g Psychology g± Exce tional
(Hew York:

The R6riEld Press Comb any, 19
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handicap:]ed children in our. schools.

Many do not have enough

mental capacity to do the reqtiirements of the regular school

work.

Ingran,2 in analyzing the mental retarded, states that

these children have definite potential abilities, such as,
being able to adjust themselves in simple wdks of life, and
to do some types of work in the world if they are properly
directed.

About two pep cent of the school population has

definite mental limitations so extreme that their failure to
succeed in school with normal children is striking.

Tred-

gold,3 in disctissing the abnormal conditions of the mind,
divided these into three groups:

{1) those who have failed to

attain normal development; {2) those who have attained development in disorder; {3) those Hho have developed and are

in a state of decay.

ficient.

These ar.e regarded as mentally de-

Hental deficiency is the condition of the sub-

normal mental development.

It is now recognized that the

pajopity of htiman beings possess a considerable capacity

fop scholastic education, and in view of this it might be
held that the standar>d of normality should be learning--a
person would be considered mentally defective too failed
2
Child

Christine P. Ingpam, Education of the Slow Learning

(RTew York:

World Book Coxpany® 1935)i P. 79.

wiiiian3w:edFingr:%:#,¥=?±S±,Dffi=±encF

(Hew York:
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to grasp a degree of scholastic requir.ement.
According to Kirk,tr studies that have been made and on

frequencies of mental deficiency in schools, two to five of
every hundred cbildren in an average American comn;unity are

mentally meter.ded and require a modified curriculirm for their
mexirmm growth and development.

Any school system with an

enrollment of f ive hundr.ed to one thousand students should

provide a special class since there are a sufficient number
of children Who need a special eurpiculum adapted to their
mental level.

Any. child who has an I. Q. belo+I eighty and

Who is not progressing in school at the sanre rate as other
children would be considered retarded, op a problem.

All

studies and observations reveal that the mentally deficient
learn more slowly and retain less than normal children.
Cain5 reveals that since there are so many handicapped

children in the various states, special services which
provide adequate equipment and trained persormel al.e being

increased, that legislation is being enacted to make expanded services possible, and more and mol.e oommnity groups

to S]cH LeaLrmin

ife tNe:aE:i : H:¥igE€g=hiffifE=±adifefe±FgE
5

Educatio

Shll____i _

Leo F. Cain, ''The Teacher and the Har.dioapped Child,`'
69:275, Jannary, 19tr9.
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are working to help further educational progpanrs to insure

tnose children Hho have difficulty in fitting into the school
cupricul.urn.

There al'e special schools, special classes, and

special equipment to help meet the need.s of this problem.

Ellis6 made a survey and found that out of every one
thousand children there az±e 2.5 cripples undera twenty-one

years of age, and that about one third of these al.e in need
of special educational facilities®

The problem of di8coverF,

care, edtication, and employment of cripples is one of the

most urgent considerations nour to be solved in this country.
The facilities fop cape, peli©f, edu.cation, end exployment
are very inadeqtiate in the whole Country.

He reco]rmends:

(1} that each crippled Child is a problem of the state, and

that each state should assume the responsibility of finding,
diagnosing, treating, and placing cripples in business, industry, op professions; {2} each state should establish a

legal proeedrpe to find all crippled children, and I.ecords
on them shonld be kept at a central permanent place; {3) each

state should give each child school medical inspection and
opthopedie diagnosis at least once each year; {iL) each state

snould have proper f aeilities for hospitalization so children
6

Hardio

Thecentuw±L5:m¥:;,E±;3§i,¥

ed Child (Hew york:

8

would not have to be placed on a waiting list; (5.) each

state should provide a state program so that crippled childi.en

will have equality of opportunity, especially from the
educational standpoint; (6) a vocational guidance program

should exist in each state so they will be placed in business,

in professionfy and ln industry as they al.e trained.
Zintz7 reported that in the Iowa schools a supplementary study of all physically handicapped children was made
in the gramrrian grades®

In the report, out of a population of

l1,1h2 boys and girls, 569, op 5.1 per cent of the saxple,

were reported by their teaohel]s as `physically handicapped.
The causes of these handic8.ps were listed as:

defective

vision, defective speech, defective hearing, simple cr.ippling
condition, and rmltiple handicaps.

cent Here boys; h2 per cent girls.

Of the handicapped, 58 per

In the investigation it

was decided that physical handicaps affect the childls normal
school development.

This type child may tire easily®

The

handicap may Cause strain, fatigue, and discour.agement.

In a special study Hildreth8 found that there are 15
per cent of all children ln this country handicapped by
Miles Zintz, ''Academic Achievement and Social and
Emotional Adjustment of Handi_c?Eped Children, i" Elementary

Scnool Journal

5i:tr5tr, May, 1951.

Gertrude Hildreth, `]Educating the Handicapped fop
'' Teachers CO|1ege Record

Eiart:::c¥93Z:citizenship,

53:317,
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mental defects, ptrysical disabilities, or emotional and
behavioral disturbances.

There are at present some four

million children of school age handicapped.

The goals for

educating these children are the sane as those fop other
childr.en, but the ways of achieving them are unquestionably

different.

More attention unst be placed on the formative

childhood year.a if they are to become the type of citizens
we expect them to be.

Training them to shoulder responsi-

bility, to co-operate with their inst;puctoz.s, to plan a unit

of work and capr.y it through, to live healthfully, and to
use their spare time to a good advantage and to recreation.
Through working on pi®oblems of immediate concern bo him, the

h&ndica_pped child. gains new undepstandings and broader in-

sights regarding himself and the world.

In this way every

child is helped to discover something he can do successfully.

The flexibility provided in the program for. the handica.pped

makes it possible to ada-ot instruction to the individual

pupil ls particular handicap.
Whitten9 declared that the handicapped child does not
have educational equality.

much progress has been made, but

it will be many years before tie largest and best financed
school systems will have special classes, equipment, and
9

E. 8. thitten, "Freeing the Handica.pped for a Ft.ee
Society,'' Underlst
the Child 18:97, ¢ct-ober, 19tr9.
_._.___
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specially tr.aimed teachers to do a complete job.

In the

meantime regula.I teacher.s ape going to be faced with handi-

caLpped children in their classes.

Teachers can do a great

deal for these pupils if they really know and understand
them.

In ]mowing and under.standing her students, the teacher

will be able to help the handicapped student develop selfpelianoe, 1eal.n to live with others, develop good study

habits, and realize that at all times the child is being prepared for life with normal people.

These adjustments which

would be sixple for a normal person may be more difficult
fop the handicapped.

He must have special help to prepare

fol. these adjustments.

Berkowitz and Rotha&nL° state that the emotional child

handles himself painfully in his personal and social life.
The frustrated, reluctant and suspicious Child is not only a
problem fop the school, but school is a problem for him.

The

teacher.-pupil relationship means that the child mist learn to
accept the teacher and school situation, and the teacher mtist

accept the child along with his difficulties.

The classl.oom

atmosphel.e must be elastic enough so that each child will be
working on his own level.
10

That means, each child will have

Pearl Ber'kowitz, and Ester Rothman, "A Method of

E§iaE±±iE}n8i?:3:°;tan¥L*h,tf?5Z?Sturbedchild."nderstanding
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own project, and as he handles it to the best of his ability,
he will be looked uoon as a success in his field.

In dealing

with an atmosphere of understanding and warmth, it is well
that he should ]mow the same feeling will be e][pected in

return,
B|osLL believes that wiien a childls conduct seems to

be an unusual one, and when nothing we can invent op devise
ever seems to make a change in his attitude and behavior--

then, in our opinion--We are dealing with a problem child.
Certairily his unruly beha.vlop makes problems for us, but
this could. be a child With a problem.

1then a child copes

with his per.sonal difficulties and is able to tiopk them out

fop himself , t;hen he is gaining an inner strength that will

enable him to master far greater difficulties later on.
Before we make otlp final decision that we have a problem

child, we should make an analysis of his characterJistics,

and then we can probably find out the root of his trouble.
|n our analysis we must find out whether he is
capable of demands that are made on him at this stage of his
mental, physical, and emotional growth.

Maybe the goals

are set too high and he is emotionally disturbed becatlse of

too great expectations.
11

12

Peter Blos, ''When Is a Child a Real PI.oblem?''

National Parent Teacher
12

Ibld., p. 22.

h5:21, November., 1950.
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The cause may lie in the fact that the means taken to

attain Certain reasonable alrd pr'actlcal goals are unsuitable

to the child.

the misguid,ance of the parents in trying to

baby the child and not let him live as other children socially
may cause a behavior problem.

This ppobl.em Would depend upon

his environment, dealing with the papentsl supervision in the
home.

|f these factors have all been cc>nsider.ed, and the

childls behavior is still unaccountable, then we surely ape
Confronted with a problem child.13
Mo-f]l.oeLtr decided that the great majority of children
who become failur.es and produce problems for the teacher az.e

those who have met with an unusual nunbep of fear-producing

experiences.

A great ntrmber of these pupils are not adjusted

and are unhappy in their "opk, causing deep-seated personality
dis tupb once s .

Per.sonaliti/ disturbances may often cause learning

disabilities.

Unless the basis of the childls disabilities

is under.stood, the r`emedial measures are liable to be a com-

plete failur.e.

The lack of self-assurance and the lack of

confidence in a child show that there is a strong need fop
understanding and syTiipathetic guidance and security in the
13

ERE., p. 23.
Th Ruth L. monroe, ''Diagnosis of I,e,3.rming Disabilities
t_hrough a Pro i e c t ive Technique,'' Jo.unnal of Consulti
E±¥£3±§±2£aE. i3:390I Decehoer,19EF=''---_
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Scheidlinger end ScheidlingerL6 found that language is

especially ixportant in our schools because it is one of the
most ixportant faLctors dealing with the behavior. of students.

This is the studentls chief means of expressing and understanding the world of reality, and the chief means of comunnic&ting

with others.

Marry educators, psychologists, psychiatrists,

and others a:iecognize that the type of language us.ed dis-

tinguishes the well-adjusted person from the maladjusted.
An analysis of some of the common problems of children tends

to show tha.t many are due to faulty use of language in thinking

and overt behavior.

Then children seek goals unattainable for

them, they are failures.

This causes frustration and `de-

moralization, and often leads to maladjustment.

DobbsL7 thiruts that socializing the child, in that the

whole class shares in the activities freely, would tend to
blot out some of our problem children.

Sometimes it becomes

necessary to call in the psychiatrist, psychologist, probation
officer, and Case worker in social agencies.
15
16

Also the whole

EE#.I p. 395.
Iimcy Sehei9linger, and Saul Scheidlinger, "When You
January, 1951.

Donlt Ilave to Worry,'t paients Magazine, 26:th,
17

Harrison A. Dobbs, ''The Classroom Teacher and
Delinqueney, n Elementary School Journal 50:376, ELarch, 1950.
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school personnel sometimes can render great services by

helping with these problems.

Clarification of our attitudes

to"ard children may bring personal and social benefits of
great impoptanoe. The inteprelationships of the teacher and
the childl.en make notable progress uhen the family life of

the child has not been very satisfactory op pleasant.

In

other words, the social life of the child in the home, school,
and comunnity has a great deal to do with whether or not this

is a problem child.
Stu||kenL8 believes the cab_ses of poor social adjustments sometimes come from conditions within the individual,

and often such failure is due to external influences.

-urThen

the childls behavior does not inter€epe with the way he gets
along with other people and his personal growth, we would

consider his behavior inadequate.

When his behavior inter-

feres with the lives of other people and with his lean.ming,
we consider this social maladjustment.

Char`acter.istics of

the socially maladjusted childrten are :
(i)

Sociological Chapacteristies.

Some of the condi-

tions that tend to cause a child to be anti-social ape poverty,

lack of religious life in the home, erid lack of organizational
ties which tend to cause the child to be maladjusted socially.
18

Edward H. Stullken, "Special Schools and :Classes for
the Socichly I``laladjusted,'' Education of Exce tional Children
(Chicago= University of Chicago Press,
_

____

_

=== _

_

_

____
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(2)

Physical Characteristics.

The child may have

some ptrysical handicap, or. may be oversize, op undersize,

Hhich would lead to bad adjustment socially.
(3}

Psychological Characteristics.

Most of the

maladjusted children fall in the dull-normal group of
intelligence.

Although this group may be permitted to work

with the other children, they become discouraged because of

their inability to do the work well.
{4)

Educational Factors.

They are usually a I.etar.ded

group, hg.ve low grades in school, have been transferred from
one school to another, helve laepeated grades, have loTi. school

achievenent, and have difficulty in achieving desirable
social rela.tionships in school.
(5)

I)eficiencies in Cultural Background.

more often in fenullies of unskilled workers.

This occurs

The inadequacy

of space for living, lack of privacy, end the fact that
f&milles of problem children move often, is a significant

factor in relation to their social needs.
(6)

Psychological Heeds.

When children realize they

carmot compete with their fellows on equal terms because of

incapability in subject matter and physical handicaps, they
often become probleffl cases.

The feeling of being unsuccessftil

in school vTork causes many problems for the teacher.

Sayles

19

16

decided the.t f amily situations which produce

the rebellious, ol. peppessed older child and the small spoiled

child occur frequently in the experience of those who study
the problem, or difficLi.1t child.

Indii`ference, neglect, and

laxity in discipline are included in this collection of facts
which c9.use problems all the way through school.

two types of children who represent this group:

There are

(1) the child

who feels his inseci;il-itv by his parentsl mistaken attitude and
(2) the child who has had extreme poverty, strictness, and

uncongeniality.
The feeling of inferiority to onels fellows in
personality difficu.1ties is being emphasized as One cause of

me.Iadjustment in children.

feelings:

Ther.e ape four causes of inferiority

(1) the childls inability to rise to the level of

family aspirations; (2) a false sense of security; (3) a drive
toward achievement unattainable for him; and (4) comparison

with other members of the farmi|y.2°
21

Aver and Reinoehl

state that in dealing with pupil

adjustment there are sever'al things to consider:
19

in
School
.. i ___
_==T+-_
20
21

(1) how to

H?#:.:d¥¥ik¥udsieacin#Loarn#e:itfay#3:E#5#¥jg±±±±
EE¥.' p. 287.

Fred Carleton Aver, and Charles P{[yron fieinoehl,
ustment (New York:
Classroom Administration and
D. Appleton-Century Company, i?i8|
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manage a child whether in a group, or as an individual.

In

dealing with this, the teacher must produce an activity that
will be profitable and also enjoyed by the individual.

This

includes adequate control over their studies, social activities,
work, and play,

(2)

The teacher must then be concerned with

the enviromnent in the classroom so that it will crleate an
interest ire the type of Honk they are doing.

(3)

The

organiza.tion of the materials to be used so t,here will be an

effective and harmonious working relationship with each other.
This should be well planned so the dayls work will not be

delayed for the teacherls preparation.

(4)

The teacher should

be the chief sot]Tce in pupil adjustment and in work guidance.

(5)

The social activities of the children should be

sponsored by the teacher in that each child participates in

these activities.
The foregoing infol'mation indicates that in order to
be able to teach a child, the teacher must be able to understand him.

In this understand.ing there Imst be love, sy]m-

pathy, experience, and obsel.vation.

There must be a study of

the childls personality, considering his thoughts, feelings,
habits, moods, instincts, and those things which make up his

consciousness, being able to realize that we thiin, act,

and live.

CRAPTER Ill
FTNI)INGS OF THIS STUDY

A survey was made in the -ppimar.y grades of the lulabel

Elementary School to determine the vat.ious causative factors

of problem or retarded children.

Fifty children, five of the

best and five of the poorest, in each of the five ppimapy
rooms were observed by the teachers.

The students in this

study were selected on the ba.sis of their previous I.ecords

and of their abilities to do the work in the classroom.
These students studied were simil&p to those in any other

rural comrmnity,having the average rural opportunities.
In this study maLny f actors have been found which

might tend, in a majority of the cases, to be .responsible

for problem or retarded children, but those studied in this
chapter were believed by the Hpiter to be the major catises

of problem childl.en in this particular school.

The

California Shol.t-Form Test of Mental maturity for Primer.y
Grades one, two, and tbeeeL was given to deter.mine their rank

in intelligence®

An observation sheet was passed to each

teacher with twenty-three emotional factors to be observed
and checked by the teacher du.ping a ten day period.
1

A

Elizabeth I. Sullivan, Willis W. Clapk, and Ernest
California Short-For.in Test of Mental REatunitFj
Prrfuary Grades
TLo a Angeles: California

W.. Tie8s,

Test Bureau,

±, ae ±£
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social-economic status sheet listing sixteen factors to be
observed for. ten days wa.a also given.

The and,iometer for testing heaping was used with
each child individually and The Snellen Eye Char`t

to check the eyesight of each child.

2

was used

Co-ordination tests

were given to determine how accupgite and with what speed

their hands and minds wol.ked together.

A social acceptance

test, to try to &sceptain the social standing of each child,
was given in each of the five rooms participating.

This

study also included a record of absences for the entire

year for each individual.
Comparison ££ isE£ E=£±±E E±£E ±9±=e= 8=9±±8 elm ±E9

factor of
____ intelligence.

In order to determine the rank ln

intelligence of the fifty students studied, the California
Test of Mental REaturity3 was given each child, and they

were then ranked accordingly.

Table I indicates the

comparison of these two groups®

2

Snellen Eye Chart, National Society
Prevention of Blindness, Inc. }
3

Sullivan, Clark, Tiegsj £E. £±±.

(Hew York:

20

TABlff I
coMPARlsoN OF BEST GRoup wlTH PoormR GRoup oN THE FACTOR

oF ENIELfrlGE"CE

21

Table I shows the twenty-five best students as

compared with the twenty-five poorer students in their rank
in intelligence.

Among the twenty-five best students

studied, the two ranking the highest t.i-ith I. a.ls ranging
from 116 to 118 were considelied superior; the nine with the

next highest rank ranging from 100 to llh were classed high
average, While thirteen who were between 85 and 89 were

rated as a low aver.age.

Only one fell betureen 70 and 85

which was considered inferior.
Among the twenty-five poorer students checked thel.e

was only one with the high I. Q. rating of 100; three scored
from 85 to 89, or in the low average bracket; four came ln

the 70 to 8tr inferior group, while seventeen floundered in
the below 70 op very inferior group.

The data in Table I shows very definitely that the

intelligence of a pupil has a significan.t relationship as
to whether he is a good student op a problem.

noted that there is only one exception.

It will be

That exception is

case number twenty-five in which the student rated an I. Q.

of 8,2, op inferior.

The other twenty-five ranged from low

average to supepiop.

In coxpapison the poorer, or. problem children, had one

with an 1® a. rating of loo or above, three ranging from 85

to 89, and all others were inferior op vel.y inferior.
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The results of this test might lead one to conclude

that nearly all students of low intelligence are, in a measure
at least, classroom problems.

However, it does not prove that

all problem children do have low I. Q. .s; one must conclude

that other factors are also causes of problems.

comparison 9£ physical factops £ ±ES ±±9 g¥¥¥.
Table 11 shows the compar.ison of ptrysical factors of the two

groups.

The audiometep for testing hearing was used with

each child individually in order to get a true pepopt on
defects in hearing.

In the gr.oup of the twenty-five best

students checked there was only one with defective hearing,

and in the group of twenty-five poorer students only two
had auditor.y ixpepfections.

The writer believes these

defects to have little if any bearing on the causes of
retardation aLmc>ng the pr.oblem cases studied.

The Snellen Eye ChartL was used to check the eyesight

of each child.

Two of the group of twenty-five best

students studied had less than nol'mal vision, but six of the
poorer students had visual defects.

Since approximately

tuenty-five per cent of the retal.ded group had some deficiency

of vision, it might easily be surmised that poop vision pales
pathep high as a cont;pibuting f &ctop toward producing

Snellen Eye Chapt9 J2j2. £±±.
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problems in the classpoom®

For exaxple, case number

twenty-eightls I.etar'dation could be caused by physical
defects, fop both eyes and ears were defective, while case

number twenty-fivels intelligence rank could have been
affected because of defective vision.
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TABRE 11

coMPARlsoN oF PHrslcAL FACTors oF TEE "o GRoups

Poopep twenty-five

Best twenty-five
Student

numb ep

ftyes

R

L

Eal.a

; i!j!i i!;!! i!:¥i

S tudent
nufro e I

!!

Eye s
R

I

Ears

ii;i! ii;i! #¥i:live

1!

i!;i!i!;i! i!:¥

i; ii;!! i!;ii i!::-:1

:i;I

i!;i! i!(i! ii::¥:

i!

!!

i!;i! i!;i! i!::rm:

ji i!(!! i!;!! I!:i:

i;

i!(;i i!;;i !FT!:¥:tive

j!

!i;!! ii;!! ii:¥1Ve

i!;i! i!;i! i!!rmm¥

I. I Ti .H A F3 Y
iip.I.chi®n Slatc 'l`c.chcr® C.Ilo.

Boo.¢, Nortl) Cuoli|-
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Relation of Petal.dation ±
orproblem students to social
acceptance. A social acceptance test, consisting of three
_

== ___ _ _

_

_

-

_

___I__I

_

_

I

questions, was given to all members of the Classes from

which the fifty students uepe chosen to find out the extent
bo which the pupils were accepted socially by their classmates.

The three questions asked were as follows:

(1)

Thorn, in the entire class, would you invite to yotir birthday
party?

(2)

Whom would you select to play a gene with you?

(3) Thorn would you invite to spend the night in your. home?

Each student selected a different classmate for each of the
questions asked.

In tabulating the tests the first choices trepe given a
scol.e of thr.ee points; second choices were given two points,

and third choices were given one point each.

Each child was

given a total score taken from the number of times he op she
was chosen.

The twenty-five best students studied Here generally

superior in social acceptance, except for one student with a
score of only one in social acceptance.

Among the twenty-five

poorer students ten were isolates--not chosen at all, and two
were Chosen only once each.

Iiooking at the over-all picture,

it is obvious that the best students were more socially
accepted than were the poorer students.
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Diagram I
Soclo-GRAM sHowlNG q!HE SoclnL AccfipiiANCE oF gRE TWENTr-,FIVE
REST sT`uDExps Are TRE TWENIy-jFTVE BOOR sTUDENgs

S = 25 best students
9 = 25 poor students

The nufroers, one through twenty-five are the best

students and m2froers twenty-six through fifty ape the poopep

students.
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The distance from the center of the socio-gram
indicates t'ne degree of social acceptance.

The social

acceptance of the twenty-five best students is indicated ty

the blue clr.cles, while the green oireles indicate the
soolal rating of the twenty-five poorer students®
apison of best g=e±±± E±£E peQ±s± 8=2±±]2 se
co-ordination test. In the co-ordination test given a
_

-

_I___

__ _

_

_ ___

wooden board., filled with holes, in which nails Here to be
placed, was given to each child.

1`he teacher kept the time,

and each child was given sixty seconds to put as many nails
in the board as he Could.

The nails were then counted to

see how many had been put in eae'n board.

This test was

for speed and to find out how well the student's mind

and hands co-ordinated.

results.

Table Ill indica.tes the

28

TARE Ill
copmARlsoN oF co-oroIHATION REST OF THE "0 GROups
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The co-ordination test of the group of twenty-five
best students averaged four.teem points, being less than one

half a point more than the average of the twenty-five poorer
students, who averaged thirteen and one-half points.

One

student, case number forty, amolng the poopep rating group

placed only five nails in the board.

A n:un.ben of factors,

including defective hearing, eyesight, and low I. q.

perhaps contributed to this ej[ception.

It is the opinion

of the wl.iter that manual dexterity has little op no
relation to the causes of pr'oblem or retarded children in
the F[abel Elementary School.
Comparison 9£ E£Ei E2±±E E±±E Eqo=£r grp+±P £± £E9

factor of absences.

In this stirvey, records of the

ehildrenls attendance at school for the entire year proved
to be of great value to the writer when it carne to searching
for. reasons "try children became pr-oblems.

Such factors as; the inclement weather, transpol.tation

difficulties, walking distances to bus lines, irregularity of
bus schedules and the dangerou.a roads in the Hintep months

all played a big role in school attendance.
a comparison in absences of the two groups.

Table IV gives
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TABRE IV

COItjpffllsoN 0F AESEITCES 0F "0 GROUPS
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It was found that the gpoxp of twenty-five best
students had a total of three h:undped and eleven absences

fop the entire year, while the twenty-five poorer students
had a total of eleven hundred and thirty absences, almost
three times the number of the best students.

From this

data we may assure that those students Who attend school

regularly are more likely to be the better students and by
the same I.easoning we may conclude that irregular. attendance

plays a major. role in cl'eating problem children.

Loss of

time from the classroom deprives the child not only of

instruction, but seems to decrease his interest in school

activities, and thus he is unable to par.ticipate effectively
op profitably on his groupls level.
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TABLE V

coii4pji¥HSoH oF EliJioTlc"AL FACTORS IN THE Two GRorrps

Kind of behavior

Hunfoer of occurrences
Best

Poorer

five

five

twenty-

Quarl'eling
rm-srl,in8

flights
Expressed fears

Over-talkativeness
avert-a e cpe t ivene s s

Shmess
Cheating

Feeling of hate
Envy

twent-y-
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Coxpal.ison of emotional factors i± E± ife __8±9_ul2£.

Table V shows a comparison of some of the emotional factors

observed by the teachers.

Among the best twenty-five

students observed for a ten day period, there were fourteen

quarrels, tbree observances of pushing, two fights, and

fifteen had expressed fears.

In the group of twenty-five

poorer. students, there were forty-three quarrels, twenty-six

were pushing, twenty-four fights, and thirty-three had
expressed fear.s.

This indica.tes to the wr.iter that the

best students are better adjusted emotionally while the
poorer students ar.e maladjusted erTiotionally and are unable

to get along with their cleLssmates.

Results in the over-talkativeness indicated that
among the twenty-five best students this factor. appeared
seventy-seven times, however., in tbe group of twenty-five

poorer students this factor occurred only thirty-three
times. The wi.iter believes that this data indicates that
the best students are rolie inquisitive and want to discover

new things for themselves.

It may also indicate that there

is a lack of shyness among the better group.
Over-secretiveness occurred among the best students

thirty-four times and fifty-nine times among the poorer
students, while shyness among the best students appeared

thirty-eight times and one hundred sixty-two times among

the poorer students.

It is fair.ly obvious that among the
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twenty-five poorer students the fact that they ape emotionally
unstable oanses them to be probleHis for the entire school.
Chea.ting made no appearance among the twenty-five best

students studied but occurred twenty-one times among the

poorer students.
A feeling of hate revealed itself only once among

the twenty-five best students, while envy appeared eleven

times, but among the twenty-five poorer students the factor
of hate occurred five times and envy appeared only four
times.

This woul.a indiceLte to the wl.iter that the best

students have a keener desire to do woi.h~ equal to the best

while the poorer students have, perhaps a dislike, for the
wol.k that they ar'e supposed to do.

Observed i_==
behavior
of the
_ __ ___I_
___

-_

selected students.

Table VI indicates behavior, as observed by their

teachers, of the fifty selected children for a ten day
period.
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TABLE VI

OBSERvm REHAVIOR OF THE FIFH sELEcq?an sIUDERTs

Kind of behavior

Hostile to discipline
Temper outbursts
Obscene talk

priarked ovepactivity
Ne rvousne s s

Biting fingernails
Stnbbormess

C are le s s ne s s

Daydreaulng

Feeling of insecurity
I.aziness

Imaginative lying

Number of occurrences

Be st
twentyf Eve

Poorer
Ewe ntyf Eve
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Among the best twenty-five students hostility to
discipline occurred four times, but appe&ped among the

poorer twenty-five students thirty-four times, which indicated that the students have an unfriendly feeling towal.d
their teachers, thus causing them not only to be problems

for the school, but also shows that school is a problem for
them,

Temper outbursts occurred twice among the best twenty-

five students studied and obscene talk only once, but teITipep

outbursts appeared ten times among the poorer students and

obscene talk twice.

This sho"s that the poorer students were

moz.e maladjusted in emotional stability than the best

students .
Restilts on marked over-activity showed that among the

best students i;his factor appeared sixteen times, but
nervousness revealed itself for`ty-one times, and biting
fingernails thirteen times; hoHevep, among the poorer '

students marked over-activity did not occur ab all, nervousness showed up thirty-six times, and biting f ingernails

eighteen times.

Biting fingernails, marked over-activity,

and nervousness seemed to be more prevalent among the betbep

students, a fact which the writer thinks coul.d be caused by
such f&ctops as:

pressure on children by parents to keep up

with the superior members of the claLss, or their home environ-

ment could be a leading factor.

Case nnfroer three in this
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study was found to be very nervous and was always biting her

fingernails.

It was ]mown that her home-life waLs most un-

pleasant, which may have been the cause of her nervousness.

Information on stubbormess showed that this factor
appear]ed ten times among the best students; carelessness re-

vealed itself twenty-two times, and daydreaming only four
times, but ernong the poorer students stub'oormess showed up

thirty-seven times, carelessness one huridped forty times and

daydreaming one hundred and t"o times.

It is the writer.s

opinion that these three factors play an important part in
determining whether a child is a good student, or a problem

or retarded child.

The frame of mind op the mental health

of a child plays an ilxpoptant part in wiiether or not he is a
success op failure.

A feeling of insecurity revealed itself among the best
twenty-five students twelve times and among the poorer twenty-

five students forty-nine times.

This factor was fotip times

as great anong the poorer students as in the group of better

students.

Cases forty-nine and fifty in this study have a

feeling of insecurity in the home, because of an unusually
large family and a very small income.

Our observation

teaches us that a feeling of insecurity gives any child a
feeling of emotional instability and causes one to be maladjusted to any situation, thus epeating problem childl]en.
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Laziness revealed itself only twenty times among the
best students studied, while imaginative lying showed up ten
times, but in the group of poopep students sttrdied laziness
was most prevalent with one hundred sixty-eight appear.ances,

and imaginative lying occur13ed thirty times.

This information

indicates to the wl.iter that idleness .and lying ape closely
rielated and go hand in hand to make up problems fop the
teacher®

Evaluation of environmental influences.

Several

factors were thought to be of great value in thi s study.

Table VII indicates the factors studied.
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qABRE VII

COREARlsoH oF ErvlRONENTAL INFI;uENCEs IN TEE "o GRoups

Bea t twenty-five

Poorer twenty-five

ql

a

aa

a

£€

£E
Average
Poor
Average
Average
Average

Elementary
m8h school
mgh school
Elementary
Elementary

Elementary
Elementary
Elementary
Elementary
Elementary

Average

10

Average
Average
Average
Average
Average

11
12

Average
Average
Avepag®

Elementary
m8h school
Elementary

Av®ra8O

Elementary

Average
Average
Average
Average
Average

Average
Average
Average
Average
Average

Elementary
Iiess than elementary
m8h school

Average

Elementary
Elementary

1

2
3
4
5

6
7

8
9

13
14
15
16
17
18
19

20
21
22
25
24
25

Average

Aver.age

Average
Average
Average

Elem®ntarF

ELgh sohool
High sohool

ElementaLrF

Less than elementary
Hlgh sohool

Average
Poop

Average
Average
Average
Avepa8®
Av®pa8e

Average
Average

Av®ra8O

Average
Average
Average
Average
Avepa8©

Average
Average
Average
Average

q

®t8

Average
Average
Poor
Poor
Average

Iiess than ®1®mentary

Iiess than elementary
liesa than elementary
Less than elementary
ElenentapF

Average
Average
Poor
Poor
Average

Av®ra8©

Le33 than olenentary
Elementary
Iioss than elementary
Elementary
Less than elementary

Average
Average
Average
Average

Poop

Elementary
Iiess than el©mentarF
I.es8 than elementary
Elementary

Average
Average
Average
Average
Average
Average
Poop

Aver,age

Elenentary

Av®pa8®

Elementary
Elementary
Less than elementary

Poop

Elementary

POop

Average

Elementary
Less than elementary

Poop

I.e8s than elementary
Less than elementapF

POOF

Average
Average

Poor
Poor

ElementapF

Iiess than ®1emont&rF

POop

Average
AweTa.8e

Poor

Averng®

Average

Poor

Avepa8®
Av©r&8®

Avepa8O
Poop

Average
Average
Average
POop`

Poop

I
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The homes of the children .studied were evaluated on
whether they were ormeps or tenants.

If the home was owned

by the parents of the students studied, it was considered
average and if the family were tenants their home was
consider ed poor.

Of the group of twenty-five best students stndied,
there were twenty-four who cane from average homes, with only
one home being considered poop.

In seven of these homes the

parents had finished high school; sixteen had finished
elements.y school and there were only two homes r'epresented

Where the parents had less than an elementar`y education.
The average number of children in each home ranged between

three and four, and only two of the twenty-five students
studied showed signs of being under-nourished.

Threnty-four

wore average clothes Hhile one was poorly dressed.

In the study of the group of twenty-five poorer
sJcudents, there were fifteen average homes and ten classified

as .-poop.

This study of the ed.ucational status of the parents

of these children revealed that ten had finished eleraentary
school, with fifteen having less than an elementary education.
The average number of children in these homes were between

five and six, seventeen had average clothing, eight were
poorly dressed, and twelve were under-nourished.
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In a comparison of the two groups it is evident that
the home environment among the twenty-five better students
was superior, with only one exception.

Better homes, better

educated parents, a more balariced diet, and a smaller number

of children in the homes of the group of twenty-five best
students gave them a great advantage over the twenty-five
poorer students.

These poorer students were not able to

coapete with the best students, because they were un-

fortunate in not having these contributing factors, thus
becoming retar.ded or pl.oblem children.
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TABIE VIII
cOMPARlsoN OF soclAL ARE RENTAI, cHj!.RACTmlsTlcs

Nun.bep of occurrences

Social and mental characteristics

Best

twenty-

T±ve

Disintepest

Indifferent to school work
a. All the time

b.

P&I.t time

Self-reliant
a.
b.

e®

Very
Average
None

Acceptance by childr.en
a. If any
b,

A few

Moodiness
6.

Tattling
GOssipin8

8.

Aggressive behavior
a. Iieaders
b. Want to be first every
time

lnfepiopity complex
10.

Co-operation

Poorer
twenty£±ve

98
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Comparison of social and mental characteristics.

Disinterest anong the twenty-five best students occurred only
six times, while indifference to school work all the time

appeared only three times.

Indifference to school "ork part

of the time occur.pea ten times.

Among the poorer twenty-five

students disintepest revealed itself ninety-eight times,
indifference to schoolwork all the time occtipped twenty-three
times, and indifference to school work part of the time
appeared one hundred and twenty-nine times.

Th®se two

factors, disinterest and indifference, are closel.y related,
and it is evident that they, when they occur' &s frequently

as they did in the ten day period observation of the poorer

students, ape characteristic qualities in the problem
children of the EJlabel Elementary School.

The restilts of the self-reliance check list among
the best twenty-five sttidents showed that they were very
self-r.eliant, one h:undped and forty-five times, while among
the poopep twenty-five students this f8.ctop mad.e no
appeaLpance at all.

_Among the best groLi.p of students average

self-reliance appeared thirty-five times and forty-seven
times ariong the poor.eat group, urhile in the factor of not

being self-relia.nt at all among the best students made no

appearance, but this factor occurred one hlindred and fortyeight tiriies among the poor.er students stii.died.

The writer

feels that this analysis reveals one of the leading tl.Sits

th
in the catises of problem children in the iuiabel Element&py
School, because those students "ho are unable to depend upon
the]uselves will eventually becc>me problems for any classroom.

It will be noted that the best students were accepted
by their classmates rna.ny times, but among the poorer students

only one was accepted many times by the other students, and

twenty-four wei.e accepted b'y a few of the other sttidents.

These results show a distinctive relationship between

the best students and the factor of social acceptance by

their classmates.

It is obvious that the best students

are better socially adjusted and that the poorer sttidents
ape maladjusted socially, except fop one, and are not

accepted by their classmates.
In comparison of the best students moodiness made no

appearance, but among the poopep students this factor

occurred twenty-six times.

Tattling revealed itself thillty-two times among the
best students, and gossiping showed up fifteen times; however,

among the poorer students studied the da.ta revealed that

tattling occur'red fifty-six times and gossiping appeared

thirty-six times.

These two factors t¢ere ppacticallF

doubled among the -poorer students.

This should be Conclusive

proof that the poop stu.dents not ca.pable of doing school work

will often seek to build up his oim security and mol.ale by

gossiping and tattling.
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In the aggressive behavior type of students those who

ape anxious to be leaders and to be first are usually those
students who al.e capable of pel'forming the tasks suggested by

the teacher..

This study showed that the group of best students

wanted to be first in evez`ything twenty-nine times, and

preferred leadership fifty-three times, but the poorer
students wanted to be first only thirteen times and had no
desire to be leaders, since this quality was not I.evealed
among them at any time during the ten-day observation period.
An inferiority coxplex was noticeably expressed among

the best students six times, and among the poorer students
seventeen times.

Co-operation reveals pleasant working conditions and

an atmosphere of good learning environment.

In this study

co-operation occurl.ed among the best students one hundred

and eighty-t"o times, but I.evealed itself only eighteen
times among the poor students.

The wl.iter thinks that

among the poor sttrdents included, their lack of co-operation
peve&1s their poor attitude toward learning, and shows their
disinterest, which make problems for the teacher.

CHAPTER IV

coNcl,usloNs Arm REcomviffroA.TloHs

It is the purpose of this chapter to sumrnapize the

data considered in this study.
Conclusions

Results of this study indicate that:

I.

The intelligence of a child has a significant

relationship to his success or failure as a student.
2.

That physical defects such as hear.ing in the

group studied have little, if any, bear.ing on the causes
of their retardation, but on the other hand, poop vision

had a definite bearing.
3.

The social acceptance or social approval of

pupils by others plays an important role in causing pupils
to become problems.

ha.

The co-ordination of these pupils studied had

little or no relation to their retardation.
5.

The number. of absences plays an important part

in the creation of probleliis in the classr>oom.

L7

6.

The emotions.1 life of the child has a definite

relationship as to whether or not he is a. good student or a
poor one.

7.

The social envirorment of a child is a deterririning

factor in his success op failure.
Results of this study seem to indicate that problem
children, among the primal.y gpedes in the MaLbel Elementary

School, have resulted from a number of f actors pather than
any one of the f actors studied.

1fiihen car.efullF scanning

the results of the survey one is bound to conclud.e that

three f actors have contributed toward making the children
the problems they al.e.

The first of these, heredity,

cannot well be dealt with, but the other two, home environment and school atmosphere can be remedied.

This may often

be difficult since some children live severe.i miles from
the school, but there can always be ways found by the

resourceful school personnel.
The writer believes that problem children aLpe
individLi.al problems and each one rmist be treated as such

and given individual attention, love, and afi'ection.
The following al'e a few recomcti.iendations which might

help to improve the situation®
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1.

A revision of the cur.pioulum in order to meet the

needs of the problem children in the Mabel School.

2.

Closer relationships between the home and the

school whel.e the parent and teacher can work together for

the child as an individual.
3.

A recom,'iended study of the emotional factors of

these children which will endeavor to help them overcome

those that ar.e most prevalent.
4.

A closer relationship between the home and school
(

in detectirig physical defects and taking the proper
corl-'ective measures.

5.

The home, school and county officials working

together to reduce the nufroep of absences.
6.

A community program to improve the economic

status and environmental conditions which handicap the
problem childlien.

7.

A program to attempt to fit tke school curpiculun

to the interest and abilities of the child, as well as his
needs,

8.

Use of resource units as a lneans of developing

self-reliance in individuals.
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9.

Provide plenty of supervised playground

activities to give an emotional outlet and to help the

student find himself socially.
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EMOTIONAL CHECK LISP

Section
MTWTFMTWTF

Nerve

I.

Q.uapreling

2, Pushing

Expressed fears

Fichts
Over-talkativeness
6.

Over-sect.etiveness

Cheating
8.

Imaginative lying

Stealing
10.

Feeling of hate

11.

Feeling of envy

12.

Hostile to discipline

13.

Temper otitbur.sts

14..

Obscene notes
A. Talk

B.

15.
16.

Pictures

Harked over-activity
Nervousness

A.

Biting fingernails

17.

Stubborness

18.

Carelessness

19.

Daydrearfung

20.

Feeling of insecurity

21.

Shyness

35
EFTOTI0NAL CHECK LIST (continued)
M I W I F 14 I Tw- I F

22.

Self-reliant

a.
b.
a,

Very
Average
None

Laziness
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SOCIAL ECOHONIC STA"S
Name

L=

____ __

_ _____

__ _____

___

Section

_ __

Economic status of home

Poor

Average
P[ I W I F

1, Attendance

Disinterest
4+ggressive behavior

A. Want to be first everytime
8. Leadership
L.

FIoody

Indiffeent to school work
A, Part time

a.

C.

6.

All the time

Some of the time

Tattling
GOssipin8

8.

Pa]pental education
A. Less than elementary school
8. Eleriientary school
C. High school

D.

College

Humber of children in home
A. Brothers

8,

10.

11.

Undernourished

Inferiority complex

A.

a.

12.

Sisters

Very noticeable

Slightly noticeable

Acceptance by children

A,

a,
a.

None

A few
Many

Above

average

M I W I F
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SOCIAL E00NONIC STATUS

(continued)
i,i

13.

Childls placement in family

lh.

Jealousy

15.

Dress
A. Well dressed
8. Poorly dressed

16.

Co-operation

I

W

I

F

M

I

W

I

F'

